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Biography

Jens Rubart has more than 15 years of experience covering all major transfer pricing consulting issues for global clients, 

with a particular focus on value chain, business restructurings, TP planning and documentation topics, IP valuation, and 

intercompany finance.

Dr. Rubart has provided economic analyses and advice for tax audit defense, dispute resolutions, and financial court 

litigation. In addition to TP topics, he has advised clients on competition law and antitrust matters. His advice covers 

compliance topics, particularly regarding rebates, merger analyses, and cartel damages quantifications.

Dr. Rubart has provided expert opinion reports in relation to cartel damages and assisted clients with economic analyses 

related to mergers under review by local competition authorities. In litigation, he has been involved in multiple cases 

considering cartel damage quantifications.

In his work, Dr. Rubart regularly produced tailored and focused work products that ensured the greatest possible benefit 

for his clients, particularly in litigation proceedings. Complex methodological issues and procedures are presented in an 

accessible way such that the essential argument for the client's position is in the foreground.

Dr. Rubart specializes in advanced statistics and econometrics. Further he as more than a decade practical experience in 

conducting company valuations for tax and transfer pricing purposes.

Dr. Rubart is a member of the German Economic Association (Verein für Socialpolitik) and the German Statistical Society 

(Deutsche Statistische Gesellschaft). Prior to joining NERA, he was a Senior Consultant at a Big Four firm. He also served 

as Counsel and Senior Economist at a global law firm for over a decade.

Publications
• Schöne neue Verrechnungspreiswelt: Gewinnverteilung anhand anteiliger Value Creation—Ein Lösungsvorschlag (Teil 

1)

• Referentenentwurf zur Funktionsverlagerungsverordnung: Erhöhtes Risiko von Streitverfahren

• Developments in the Valuation of Intangible Transfers and Retroactive Price Adjustments in Germany

• CUP Approach to Intercompany Loans in Germany

Practice Areas
Transfer Pricing



Languages
English, German

About NERA
NERA Economic Consulting (www.nera.com) is a global firm of experts dedicated to applying economic, finance, and 

quantitative principles to complex business and legal challenges. For over half a century, NERA's economists have been 

creating strategies, studies, reports, expert testimony, and policy recommendations for government authorities and the 

world's leading law firms and corporations. With its main office in New York City, NERA serves clients from more than 25 

offices across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific.
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